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1'hird place in the Intercollegi-
ate Essay Contest was brought to 
Xavier University by John Har-
rington, a -member of the class of 
'65. John's essay, under the nom 
de plume of Marvin Fin, was en-
titled "From the Catacombs to 
l.B.M." It enabled Xavier to fall 
in line behind Loyola and Detroit, 
first and second place winners re-
spcc;tively. The general subject of 
this year's contest was "The Re-
union of Christendom," and the 
topic was to be centered on either 
of two reference books. 
John begins his essay by point-
ing ·out just what Catholicism is 
-and especially what it is to 
Catholics. It is "an organization of 
men united by their belief in 
.John Barrington 
timeless truths." The Mass cele-
brated, the sacraments received, 
arc the same that S.t. Peter cele-
brated, Joan of Arc received, and 
John F. Kennedy receives. "Truth 
doesn't change with time." 
A Catholic sees the touchy ques-
tion of reunion knowing "that re-
union means that Catholicism 
would be the only form of Chris-
tianity, but doesn't know how it's 
going to come about." What can 
the Catholic do then, to fulfill 
Christ's command "Let there be 
one fold?" The best means are 
pl'ayer and sacrifice. 
Today the han·d that "presses 
the missile button at Cape Canav-
eral, or puts a syllogism on a 
blackboard, or places the period 
on the last sentence of an edi-
torial" are the "pivots that peo-
ple swing on." A respected man's 
views are respected. C a t h o l i c s 
must thus strive to become "pivots 
of society and then wait for God 
to give those not of this fold a 
push in the right direction." 
But an evolution in thinking is 
involved for this to come about. 
Laymen today are awakening to 
the fact that they belong to the 
€hu1·ch-that the "Et cum Spiritu 
&uo belongs to the same pmyer as 
(Continued on Page 6) 
Marlaaae Moedell and Jim Newell, featured pla1en In tbe Masque 
Seele&7'• presentation of Cbekov'a "Tbe Cbenr Orebard," be•llminc 
la Seatla BalL .. -
''Cherry Orchard" Tonight; 
First In Cincy Since 1905 
· ·Xavier's Masque Society tonight Director Otto -Kvapil has cast 
presents the first of six pel'form- Diane Danzi, Emeran Way and 
Carol Tepper in the major roles, 
and Tom Brinson, Bob Theis, Fred 
Walter, Jerry Bammon, Jim New-
ances of Anton Chekov's realistic 
drama, The Cherry Orchard .. (To-
night's is the first performance of ell, Tom Conley, Mary Maloney, 
the work in Cincinnati since Mariane Mocdell and Mai· le n e 
1905.) The theme of The Cherry Reyi11olds in the supporting roles. 
Curtain lime: 8:30; tickets at the 
door. 
Five Months Of Debate 
Results In 12-4 Verdict 
In a dramatic rnll-call at th c I the basic question is not "What 
last Monday's meeting, the Student can the N. S. A. do fol' Xavier'."' 
Council accepted membcl'ship in but rather, "Whal can Xavier do 
lhc U. S. National Student Associ- for the N. S. A.?" Also to be con-
ation by a 12 lo 4 vole, bringing 5 siclerccl, he said, is whether N. S. A. 
months of healed debate lo a close. would offer to Xavier student;: a 
The lengthy pl'epnrations h ad 
included an extensive committee 
investigation, under the chairman-
ship of Mr. Gary Tyler, Junior 
Class President. Despite objections 
that N. S. A. "would not concl'etely 
benefit Xavier in any manner" and 
that the organization has been 
"largely preoccupied with leftist 
political activity," most committee 
members felt that the charges 
were unfounded and entry would 
be a big step forward, and the 
committee presented a favorable 
8 to I vote to Student Council on 
Feb. 12. 
reasonable opportunity to Jcnrn 
how to apply basic Catholic prin-
ciples lo modern social probL•ms 
and to learn how to p1·escnt those 
principles convincingly in the pub· 
lie forum. He suggested that I he 
main problem is whether Xavier 
University has, on the student 
level, Catholic intellectuals whc> 
can represent the University in 
N. S. A. without embar!'assment 
to the University or to the Church. 
He complimented Council on their 
handling of the investigation anci 
concluded by stating that his talk 
had been in no way intended tG 
influence the vote. 
Monday's discussion began with Following Fr. Ratterman\; nd~ 
an address to the Council by Fr. dress to Council, Turner mad;, the 
motion that Xavier join the org<m• 
ization for one year, After a Pl riod 
of discussion the motion was 
changed to "until the end of the 
next Fall term," at whic:1 ti m e 
membership will be reconsidered. 
Mr. Tyler then requested a roll .. 
Ratterman. Mt·. Gerald Turne1· 
sought clarification from him con-
cerning the precise relationship of 
Council· to the University Presi-
dent. Ff·. Ratterman pointed out 
that the President has the final 
authority in all University affairs 
and that in major questions Coun-
cil's function is to make recom-
mendations to the President. call vote after which Denny L11ng 
announced a 12 to 4 decision will1 
Father then gave his personal one abstention. 
evaluation of N. S. A. He said that 
The meeting was closed w i t It 
the decision that the Exccut i\·e 
Orchard is centered about a wom-
an's inability to adapt to a chang-
ing environment. Laid in Russia, 
the plot involves "the immoral 
but kind-hearted" Madame Ra-
nevsky. The latter has subscribed 
to the Parisian "sweet life," lay-
ing waste the family fortune. She 
returns to Russia and finds her 
family estate (with cherry or-
chard) up for auction. She is then 
powerless to rescue her heritage 
(the symbol of her childhood in-
nocence). This basic action ac-
commodates several sub-plots. 
Library Opens Perioclical Roo1n 
Equipment Gift Of Class Of 1961 
Committee would dievise a 5y~t·,nl. 
of representation and pl'cpare the 
Council's resolution for 
·tation to Fr. O'Conno1·. 
presen• 
Second "Mand M" 
Symposium Held 
Anothe1· overflow crnwd, forc-
ipg a delay of fifteen minutes in 
the program, greeted the second 
in the cutTent faculty committee 
symposia on the papal encyclical 
Mater et Magistra. This second 
symposium took up the question 
of the "Underveloped Nations and 
Mater et Magistra." 
M1·. James Glenn of Xavier's 
Engi1ish Department greeted the 
audience in the name of the fac-
ulty committee' and thanked them 
for the enthusiatic response lo 
the program. M1·, Glenn noted that 
displays had been set up in the 
rea1· of the al'mory from such ol'-
ganizations as the Bishops' Relief 
Fund, The Grail, PALVA, and the 
Peace Corp. He then introduced 
the chairman fo1· the evening's 
prngram Monsignor Earl L. 
Whalen, Executive Secretary of 
the Archdiocesan Councils of 
Catholic Men and Women. 
Monsignor Wha.Jcn's brief ad-
(Continued on Page 8) 
Graduate Student 
Seeks Elected Post 
Mr. Waiyne Wilke, a giraduale 
economics student at Xavier, is 
currently seeking the Republican 
nomination fo1· Heutenant gover~ 
nor of the sovel'eign state of Ohio. 
He studliecl government at Denison 
University and is a graduate of 
Ohase L81\v School. In addition he 
has a background of being active 
in politics and in Republican party 
affairo dating from his undergrad• 
uate college days-including lour 
years as a precinct executive ill 
the 13th Ward. 
Junior Ton,. Relll1' browses tbrou&'h one of the many available 
periodicals in &be new Periodical Room. 
He started his campaign early, 
picking up his nominating pcti• 
tions last August; and he as al-
ready visited 60 Ohio counties. 
Just two weeks ago he embarked 
on a 12-week tour through the 
Opening of the X a vie r li-
brary's new Periodical Reading 
Room was just one of a series of 
developments planned for the li-
b1·ary, according to Mr. Worst, 
head libra!'ian. 
1'he room was opened February 
5, 1962. The shelving and rack 
space, the gift of the Class of 1961, 
accommodates about 10 newspa-
pers and 350 magazines, displayed 
ill alphabetical 01·dcr. 'l'he library 
Photo by John Bruning 
slate. 
Mr. Wilke estimates his chances 
of being nominated as slim-he 
neither sought nor received the 
when the new Bcllarmine Chapel suppol't of the Hamilton County 
Republican ol'ganization; however, 
is completed the old chapel space 
currently receives approximately 
600 periodicals. 
Mr. Worst pointed out that 
he is counting on a victory in 
will be converted into an addition Hamilton County and a split of 
lo the libra1·y. Also, he said, the northern votes between former 
present building will be extended Licutcnanct Governor John W. 
towards Hernld Avenue and the Brown and State Senator Charles 
library will eventually .lill U1e en- w. Whulcn, Jr., lo let him "slip 
tire building. I in." 
• 





The decision of President Kennedy to re-
sume atmospheric testing of nuclear weap-
ons has been greeted largely by a kind of 
f:lm·rowful i·esignation to the inevitable logic 
of the armament race. nut while we seem 
to see the sense of building up an arsenal 
of destruction equal t.o that of the Soviets, 
we arc also aware of a great. deal of non-
sense involved, a non-sense which has its 
1·oots in the ambiguity of our moral posi-
tion. 
In an article entitlcrl "The :Morality and 
Strategy of Detenence" (The C at h o J i c 
World, March 1!JG2), .Tames E. Dougherty 
tries to plumb the depths of the moral issue: 
"Can we subscribe morally to a strategy 
of retaliation which, in the eyes of many 
shrewd observers, is the one which can inost 
successfully deter aggression because it is 
couched in the only language the hard-core 
Communist leadership understands? This 
strategy seems to contain an implicit threat 
of annihilating whole cities, even though it 
bas never been spelled out in those tenns." 
Mr. Dougherty Ji;ives a hesitant. reply: 
''The cause of morality is not served by mov-
ing from a situation in which war is de-
terred to one in which it is not." 'fhen he 
confesses to the moral non-sense of our 
strategy of deterrence "Jn the chaos and 
destruction of war, there is no telling what 
weapons we shaJI use. and against what or 
whom, if they are ready at hand." 
A less patient analysis of the armament 
build-up is that of 'fhomas Merton in Com-
monweal, Feb. 9, 1962. Merton answers Mr. 
Dougherty's: question without any hesita-
tion: "Every time another hyd1·ogen bomb 
is exploded in a test, every time a political 
leader boasts his readiness to use the same 
bomb on the cities of his enemy, we get 
closer to the day when the missiles armed 
with nuclear warheads will start winging 
their way across the seas and the polar ice 
cap." 
Frank Polk 
A Dismal Science 
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American ancl Russian policies, Merton 
says, are plainly immoral, since not only 
are they committed to using nuclear weap-
ons for self-defense, but also to "first strike" 
use and "post-mortem retaliation." B o th 
. .\mericans and Russians are, on the level of 
morality, "blindly passive in their submis-
sion to a determinism which. in effect, leaves 
men completely irresponsible." Balancing 
Uiis moral passivity (called the greatest 
danger of our time by the American Bish-
ops) is a "demonic ativism, a frenzy of the 
most varied, versatile, complex and even 
utterly brilliant technological improvisions, 
following one upon -the other with an ever 
more bewildering and uncontrollable prolif-
eration." 
As a palliative, though not a solution to 
the drift - or flight. - toward war, Merton 
1·ccommends the slowing down of our ac-
tivity, especially in the production and test-
ing of nucle~r weapons, and the making of 
every attempt for multilateral disarmament. 
Above all, what is needed is the restora-
tion of moral sense. The principle of double 
effect, applicable in t.he times when men 
fought with bows and arrows, is no longer 
· useful when victims are counted in "mega-
corpses." The sin of genocide will be on our 
hands if we continue to allow vague "his-
toric forces" to determine our policies. Glo-
bal suicide is a choice which we are now in 
the position of making. 
Jn the imaginary ideal case in which all-
out. nuclear war seems inevitable, "it. would 
become legitimate and even obligatory for 
all sane and conscientious men everywhere 
in the world to Jay down their weapons and 
their tools and starve and be shot rather 
than cooperate in the war effort." But it is 
hard to imagine that present moral indiffer-
ence wiJJ be overcome at the brink of war. 
"Who sayl!) 'No' except for a few isolated 
individuals regarded a 1 m o s t generaJly as 
crnckpots by everybody else?" 
.Merton's conclusions are not very pal-
atable to our un-lieroic . am~ p r a g m a t i c 
tastes: "Christians' ·have a grave responsi-
bility to protest clearly and forcibly against 
trends that lead inevitably to crimes which 
the Church deplores and condemns. Am-
... THERE tlrcrc is nmcl1 desire lo learn. 
WW tlrere of 11ecessilu will be muc/1 arguing, 
'nmch writing, ma11u opi11io11s; for opinion in 
good men is but lmowledge in l/1e making. 
John Milto~ ' 
biguity, hesitation, and compromise are no 
longer permissible. War must be abolished. 
A world government must be established .. 
We have stilJ time t.o do somethin~ about it, 
but the time is i·apidly running out." 
Science Outstrips 
Christianity 
Isn't it humiliating to thinlc that science 
Jrns progressed more .successfully than 
Christianity? Scientists within a short time 
have gone from cracking the minute atom 
to heaving humans into space. And after 
two thousand years of Christianity, · t.he 
world is still permeated with hunger anti 
hate. 
The success of Uie United States in t.he 
Cold War is often judged in terms. of tech-
nological achievements. '.fhere is a great 
clamor for more science in our schools, but 
the Russians have proven that Communism 
can compete with us on scientific levels. 
Many Americans, accepting the omniscence 
of science, are afraid to admit the merit 
of the Russian achievenments. 
We, as Christians, know that we have the 
answer to Communism; but just how is 
Christianity to be applied? An important 
part of that application is ,being offered at 
Xavier by the symposia on "Ma.ter et Magis ... 
tra" ( "ChristianitY. and Social Progress"). 
If, as Pope John seems to indicate, the 
answer to Communism is through Chris-
tian social progress, then "Mater et Magis-
tra" is the most important document of 
our age. 
'fhe symposia on "Mater et l\ilagistra," 
organized by Xavier"s l!"'aculty Committee, 
. has been endorsed by tlie labor unions, and -
.received expressions of interest from .the 
local chapter of the World· Council of 
Churches, val·ious Jewish groups, the Grail. 
and Now or Never, lnc. Audiences have al· 
ready totaled over two thousand. 
. To this we can only add our own appeal 
for more students to attend what is the 
most· significant development yet presented 
at Xavier in. the fight against Communism. 
society with Christian. social prin- .---------------------------...... 
ciples, or will society swallow it 
up? 
I don't .think that Xavier is 
demanding· enough. The world 
·has changed in the last four 
hundred years. The world is more 
Conservative Corner 
Guest Columnist: .James Helselman, '" 
Ed. Note: Campus conservatives are invited to submit articles 
for this feature. 
Does Xav\er demand enough of we should ask: ls Xavier educat- complex. Problems are more spe-
its students'? Or since there . is ing its students for twentieth- eializecl. And there is no greater 
correlation between what a school century society? lB Xavier produc- proof of this than tl1e Papal en-
cyclicals, especially Ma t er et 
demands of its students· and what ing leaders or even followers'! Will 
Quadracesimo Anno, lhe great 
encyclical letter written by Pope 
Pius XI dealing with recorn:truct-
ing· the social order, tends not to 
leave any doubt in the reader's 
mind concerning the Church's po-
sition on the evil extremes or Lib-
graph 88 to laissez-faire econom-
ics wherein the government, locnl 
or national, was allowed no voice 
or authority whatsoe\•er, the Pope 
stated this type of system, "though 
within certain limit;; jmt and pro-
Magistra. There is no doubt that 
the students gi~e fo their society, this year's g.raduating class infuse ·this encyclical is twentieth-cen-
TNE FllUJAS QF II llED STIMI 
tury. The encyclical is mainly eco-
nomic.'Xavier is supposed to teach 
it to· us. But how can students 
comprehend it if they do not us-
derstancl the language? 
The language. is not French or 
Latin but economics. This Jan-
eralism and Socialism.· ductive or good results, cannot be 
Speaking of economic Libernls the ruling principle of th~ eco-
in paragrnph 30, the Holy Father nomic world." 
accused many powerful figures in The Holy Father was equnlly 
guage has a vocabulary all its own. management of "criminal injus- as strong, if not more emphatic, 
H students do not know the vo- lice" in theil· stubborn resistance in his condemnation of Socialism, 
cabulary, they will not understand to the still young labor union which he defined as an economic 
the document. But srnce the Pope movement. And refcning in para-
has demanded that the social doc- (Continued on Page 3) 
trine of the Church be taught, is 
this not also a mandate that eco-
nomics be taught to the same stu-
dents as a pre-requisite? The an-
swe1· seems unavoidable. 
Just as a course in Latin gram-
mar is needed for the i·eading of 
Cicero, a foundation in economics 
·is needed for the reading of the 
Church's social doctrine. And by 
the way, the Church does have a 
social doctrine. However, it is not 
written in parables. It is written 
in the language o! the twentieth-
centui-y. 
Just. as it would be useless for 
a teacher to pick out a beautiful 
passage written by some ancient 
and present this to his class and 
ask about its beauty and sing it:; 
praises, it is equally useless (but 
. far more dangerous) to present 
Chm·ch doctrine to the econom-
ically illiternte. 
.(Continued on Page 7) 
Po~llsbed weelrl:r rinrlng tbe tcbooi :rear escep: dnrlnc ncatfoD period• bJ ltnl•I' 
UnlnrsltJ, Hamilton Connt7. Ev1u.eton, Cincinnati, 01110. Sl.liO per tear. 
Entered H eeeond elus m~Her Octc>ber f, J9f8 at tlie Poat Olllce at 
Cincinnati, Olaio 11ndu tb• .&ct el Ilardi I, 11711. 
lldltorlal aplnlon1 ezpreHed In >Ill• paper are th• opl~lon1 0 • tu• edlterw alone. 
The:r do not nece1sarll1 czprc11 tbe oplnlo111 of the omclala of XaYler Unlveraltr nor 
Of the student bod7 or Xavier taken ae a whole. 1mlese •'PCC!fleallJ ttattd, 
Opinions or columnists are entlrel:r their own and need not represent t11e oplnlo• 
of the editorial board or of aiir member theriof, 
EDlTOll-lJil·CHIEF ...•• , • , , , • , •• , , • , , , .·,,., •• ,., ••• , •••• ,.Len Schmaltz '63 
EXECUTIVE EDITOR . , •• ,·. , , , , . , , . , , ,' .. , , , , , , , . , •• , , , , , , . , Thad LlndseJ '63 
ASSOCIATE EDITORS., ••••.. Don Leo11ar1l '63, News; Gary Deane '63, lldllorial•; 
John Bruning '63, Photography 
SPORTS EDITOB. .. , .... ·., .. ,,,,,,.,. ~ .. ,, .. ,:,,, ... ,,,,,.~\:en Czlllhiger '63 
ASSISTANT EDITORS , •.. Charles Dorenkott 'GS; Jim Lawlor '6:1; Joe llei•st1er '63 
COLUMNIST ... ·, .... ; ..•........ _ ............•....•.•• , .•• , . Frank Polk '62 
R!lPORTEB.8: Tom Jlasek '6:1; Jene Galvin 'H; Jim Helselman '&•; David Cook '61i; 
Gerrr Brandl '113; Tom Helmick '63; Pat J'IJllD '63; Fred Walter 'Clli 
SPORT WRITER •.•..••••••••••••••......•.•••...•••..••.... Dan W•ll•r .,, 
F.&CVJ.TY ADVIBOB.11 • • • •,, • ,, •• ••,,Willia• •Hlll•I•, B.ey, OllHlll B.•••D• I.lo 
' Syn1posium 
P1·og1·am A aain e 
Praised 
·Dear Sir: 
Again congratulations are due 
those fa cult y o.r Xavier who 
helped in the organi.::ation or the 
series or symposia dealing with 
the recent cncydical or Pope John, 
Mater et Mariska. Last Sunday's 
symposium was even more infor-
mative than was the first of the 
series sponsored two weeks ago. 
'l'he speakers were well informed 
about the matter on which they 
spoke, m1d their delivery was vi-
brant and interesting. It is in the 
light of such discussions that one 
begins to realize the importance of 
the role of the Catholic in the 
world today. It is through him 
that the undcrde\·clopcd countries 
of the world will find guidance 
and strength, and it is through 
him that true Christian social 
principles will be incorporated 
into lhe. framework of the gov-
ernments of the newly emerging 
African independent states. 
. Il would be most appropriate iI 
other organizations would spon-
sor similar lectures not exclusive-
ly on the recent encyclical but 
also on those other important sub-
jects which influence the lives of 
the people of all countries. 
If the remaining symposia in 
the current program are as infor-
mative and interesting as were the 
first two, it would be most advan-
tagco1is for all those who could to 
avail themselves of the opportu-
ity of going to the gatherings. 
Gerald E. Brandt, '63. 




Courses in Education at this· 
University are sorely inadequate. 
For the student who intends to 
make teaching a career, it seems 
,that the Education Department 
:could acquire some competent in· 
~truclors who could at least make 
the courses interesting. If any of 
the readers have ever endured. 
any of ihc Education courses here 
at Xavier, with the possible ex· 
ccption of Educational Psychology, 
they will understand my predica· 
mcnt. 
I ·am not criticizir.g the courses 
that are taught here. There arc 
certain requirements of the State 
of Ohio which must be _fulfilled 
and the universities h a v e no 
choice but to follow the dictates 
of the stale. I merely suggest that 
pe1·haps the courses could be 
taught in such a way as to make 
them a bit more interesting. A 
good teacher is capable of making 
any course intercsting--even Edu-
cation! 
Possibly it is the texts which 
arc at !a~11t. Perhaps they are in-
adequate, having insufficient and 
uninterestingly covered material; 
If this be the reason, let's get 
some adequate books! However, it 
is the professors who are respon-
sible for the books used in their 
i n d i v i d u a 1 classes. They are 
obliged to choose books that will 
prove to be sufficiently compre-
hensive for the course. But com-
prehensiveness is not enough if 
the pupils are to learn. The· ma-
terial must be presented in an in-
teresting. manner. Here enters the 
teacher. It is through him that 
the material in the book, whether 
interesting or uninteresting, Is 
presented in an intelligible, com-
prehensible, and interesting man-
ner. 
CINCINNATI, OHIO, FRIDAY, MARCH 9, 1962 l'ace Three 
Let's try to i m p r o v e . The 
courses MUST improve; t h e y 
couldn't possibly get worse. 
Respectfully and hopefully, 
(Name withheld upon writer's 
request.) 
• • • 
"Government" Evil 
Says Mi-. Cook 
Dear Sir: 
Since the !our illustrious seniors 
who had their letter published in 
the last edition of the NEWS base 
their anti-Conservatism on our 
opposition to Big Government and 
to the centralization and conccn-
h'ation of excessive power, pcr-
ha•ps they would be good enough 
to tell us just what sort of omni-
potent unitary government they 
have in mind for the United 
Stales, 
But now, if I may, I would like 
to discuss some of Mr. Blessing's 
comments on my column: 
person to fulfill his charitable ob-
ligations and to expect most peo-
ple lo fulfill them than it would 
be "to urge each and every citizen 
to make a conscientious and de-
liberate study of the people who 
are running for office" and to ex-
pect most citizens lo make such 
a study-in fact, it would prob-
ably be less so. 
tacked, I do-quite consciously-
"assoeiatc the word 'government' 
wilh some type of evil." 
Yours truly, 
David· W. Cook, '65. 
Heiselman 
(Continued from Page 2) If the government of the United 
States was founded, as Mt'. Bless-
ing stated, upon the ideal that it system which "affirms that living 
should be "of the people, by the in co mm u n it y was instituted 
people, and for the people,''. then mc~cly. for .the sake of ~dv~~tages 
the foundin" Fathers did some which 1t brmgs to mankmd. (par. 
rather stran;c things in the light· 1,18.) He defined Socialists as pcr-
of their ideal. But in any case I sons who "a1·gue that economic 
am certainly not tryin" to "avoid" production . . . must necessarily 
this ideal. What I am trying to do be carried on collectively, and that 
is to advance unto complt>tion the because of this necessity men must 
higher ideal, that each person may surrender and submit themselves 
have and retain the maximum wholly to society with a view to 
possible individual freedom, so the production of wea1U1." (par. 
that he might fulfill his human 119.) 
nature and thereby save his soul. And, concerning this evil, he 
continued, "We pronounce as fol-
lows: whether Socialism be con-
It is when government tries arbi-
trarily to unjustly diminish this 
freedom that I oppose it. And if 
the majority of the people should 
be satisfied by such a program to 
diminish personal liberty, that 
would in no way make the prn-
gram right. 
I did not use my concluding 
statement-at least, the part of 
it which Mr. Blessing quoted-
"proudly"; in fact, I deplore the 
conditions which make it neces-
S3t'y !or me to be anti-govern-
siclcrcd as a doctrine, or as an 
historical fact, or as a movement, 
if il really remain Socialism, it 
cannot be brought into harmony 
with the dogmas of the Catholic 
Church, even after it has yielded 
to truth and justice in the points 
we .have mentioned; the reason 
that it conceives human society 
in a way utterly alien to Chris-
tian truth." (par. 117.) "No one 
can be at the same time a sincere 
Catholic and a trne Socialist." 
(par. 120.) 
ism, he began his encyclical with 
a reference to Pope Leo XIII, au• 
thot· of a previous social cncycli• 
cal, Rerum Novarum: "He sought 
help neither from Liberalism nor 
Socialism. The former had already 
shown its utter impotence to find 
a right solution of the social qucs• 
tion, while the latter would have 
exposed human society to still 
graver dangers by offering a rem• 
edy much more disastrot1s than 
the evil it designed lo cure." (par. 
10.) 
And yet today we find on Cath-
olic College campuses -ours not 
excluded-an abunda.ncc of stu-
dents who will vehemently defend 
Socialism. They do not disguise 
their intentions or principles at 
all; they use the word, "Social· 
ism,'' ju.st as knowingly as did 
P1>pe Pius XI. One Xavier stu-
dent has, in fact, kicked the Holy 
Father's decree, "We pronounce as 
follows,'' into the gutter of im• 
prncticability by telling this writ• 
er, "I di> not believe religion has 
anything to do with politics," 
..,,·hen challenged lo reconcile So• 
cialism with Catholicism. 
The regrettable aspect of all 
this is made heavier by two facts: 
1) our Catholic leaders of tomor-
row will most certainly include 
these misguided social thinkers, 
and 2) the actual Church leach• 
ing of social-economic principles 
still leaves open a wide sphere of 
choice in political philosophy for 
both Catholic Conservatives and 
Catholic Liberals. Thus, college 
ment-in any sense of the term. 
But, no matter how unfortunate 
this may be, I must remain on 
guaTd against giovcrnment as Jong 
as individual libe1·ty is unjustly Since the Holy Father apparent- students who think in a political• 
In my column I did not expla'in 
"that, since the government has 
no role in social welfare, it will 
then necessarily be each citizen's 
duty to help his neighbor in his 
own way and at his own expense." 
I did slate that charity is the duty, 
the ri&'ht and the obli&"ation, of 
each individual persons; and that 
ther€fo1·e it is not the· position of 
the government to force a collcc· 
tivc system of "charity" on its 
citizens. Furthermore, it is no 
th1·eatened or attacked. And in· ly did not want the intensity of ly Liberal fashion, as Pope Piul 
more "unrealistic" or "hopelessly) cidcntally, as long as these liber-
idealistic" to urge each and_ every ties are unjustly threatened or at-
the grievousness of Liberalism to XI said, "have no reason for be• 
be conCuscd with that of Social- coming Socialists." (par. 115.) 
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Thomas Breaks Two Frosh Scoring Records 
As Little Muskies Blast Bearkittens, 86-77 
Another fabulous offensive dis- charity tosses in the first half and 
pumped in every one of his two-
pl:iy by Steve Thomas sparked the 
Xavier freshmen to an 86-77 tri-
umph over the UC Bcarkittens 
at Cincinnati Gardens on March 1. 
The win was Xavier's second 
straight against Cincinnati and 
was also Don Ruberg's '/5th vic-
tory as head coach. of the XU 
yearlings. 
pointers in the last half. 
Xavier connected on 28 of 5'/ 
field goal tries for 50 per cent, 
UC made 28 of '10 for 40 per cent. 
XU outrebounded the Bearkit-
tens, 48-42. Jim Bothen grabbed 
12 rebounds and John Stasio 11 
for X. 
Saturday night the Little Mus-
kies dropped a 92-79 verdict to 
the Miami yearlings. Miami sim-
ply had too much height for the 
X frosh. 
Little Muskies tied the game at 
53-53 on a field goal by Fred Fos-
ter. However, the Papooses ou .. 
scored X, 12-5, in the next four 
minutes to grab an insurmount-
able lead. The 92-79 margin was 
Miami's largest bulge during the 
game. 
Five Papooses reached double 
figures, headed by Tom Johnson 
with 18 markers. Skip S n o w 
scored 17, Jeff Gehring 15 and 
John Gehring and p i v o t m a n 
Charles Dinhins each chipped in 
with 12. 
Xavier Co-Captain Billy Kirvin is being hotly pursued by Cln-
einnati's sophomore sensation George Wilson. Both Kirvin and WUson 
perfomed superbly for their respee&lve teams In the annual lntra~elty 
c:lash at the Gardens. 
In the last eighty minutes of 
action between the two crosstown 
rivals, UC has· not been ahead 
at any time during either game. 
So completely has Xavier domi-
nated the play tha,t the Bearkit-
tens only managed to tie the count 
at 2-2 and 55-55 in 1960-61. The 
sole tie in this year's contest was 
a 4-4 deadlock. 
Thomas, the Little Muskies' top 
scorer, broke two all-time Xavier 
frosh records against UC. Thomas 
tallied 40 points in the ball game 
The game was a nip and tuck 
affair throughout the entire first 
half. A free throw by John Stasio 
put XU ahead 14-13 with nine 
minutes gone, but a pair of char-
ity tosses by Tom Johnson re-
gained the upper hand for Miami, 
15-14. 
Thomas was XU's top point-
producer with 27. He experienced 
his worst shooting night of the 
season, m>Bking 10 of 29 fl~ 
shots. 
Jim Bothen tallied l'/ points and 
Fred Foster had 16 for X.' 
Photo by John BTuning 
to erase the single-game mark of The Papooses remained in front 
Bearcats Post Seventh Win 
In A Row Over Musketeers 
3'/ which he shared with Tom . until the final two minutes of the 
Freppon. Thomas had just equaled half when Joe McNeil connected 
Freppon's total in his last outing on a jump to send X ahead, 35-34. 
before the UC skirmish. Thomas and J oh n G e h r i n g 
Coach Don Ruberg said after 
the contest that "Miami is the 
best college freshman team we've 
met this year." Ruberg also cailed 
"Bud's Cafe" the lone AAU frosh 
foe that was as strong as Miami. 
By Dan Weber Joe Geiger's record of 414 points matched field goals before Geh-
in one season was the second rec- ring banged in a jumper to run 
ord smashed by Thomas. Xavier's the count to 38-37 in favor of 
A clash with Dean Movers from 
Springfield, Ohio, will conclude 
the Little Muskies' 1961-62 b~ Defore 13,417 extremely enthu-
lliastic basketball fans at the Cin-
cinnati Gardens last T h u rs d a y 
»ight, the Musketeers gave UC's 
high-flying Be a r ca ts all they 
euuld handle before finally bow-
ing 61-58. 
The game started out as if it 
"Were going to be a high scoring 
affair with both teams enjoying 
hot hands from the outside. X 
jumped ahead on Bob Pelking-
ton's push shot from the circle 
and led 6 times in the early going. 
The Bearcats caught up and went 
ahead, 15-14. 
At this point, the defenses took 
C>ver and the shooting percentages 
dropped. In the last 7:40 of the 
:first hall, UC scored nary a field 
goal and the Muskies didn't do 
much better. The halftime score 
was 27-2:'l in favor of the Bear-
cats. For the Muskies, Bob Pelk-
ington had 10 points, as did Ron 
Bonham for Cincy. 
In the second half UC began to 
widen its lead as the Musketeers 
ran into both foul trouble and 
some excellent defense on the part 
of the B e a r c a t guards, Tom 
Thacker and Tony Yates. 
Jack Thobe, who was playing a 
tremendous game both offensive-
ly and defensively, picked up his 
fourth personal foul with some 13 
minutes to go and left the game. 
'I'hobe returned and picked up his 
fifth foul with better than 6 min-
utes to go and this greatly hurt 
the Muskies' chances, since Thobe 
had scored 14 points and had 
blocked 5 or 6 shots taken by the 
l3earcat frontliners. 
With approximately three min-
utes to ·play, the UC lead had 
widened to 12 points, 59-47. But 
here, Xavier went to work. Forced 
to foul to get the ball, the Mus-
kies found their strategy working 
as UC missed 5 straight one on 
one opportunities and X outscored 
them 11 to 2 in the final minutes, 
but 61-58 was the closest they 
could come. 
X enjoyed a very good shoot-
ing night on 23 of 50 from the 
field for 46% and 12 of 16 from 
the free throw line for 75%. The 
Bearcats didn't do as well mak-
ing 22 of 62 for 36% and only 17 
of 31 at the free throw line for 
65%. 
senior eo-captains, led the Mus-
keteers in scoring with 16 and 14 
points respectively. It was Thobe 
who kept X in the game early in 
the second half and who sparked 
the late comeback. Bob Pelking-
ton hit for 12 points and Joe 
Geiger got 12. For the Bearcats, 
George Wilson and Paul Hogue 
each had 16 points. Ron Bonham 
chipped in 12 and Tom Thacker 
IO. 
backcourt sensation r a i s e d his Miami at the half. ketball campaign. The two teams 
point total to 420 against UC. It Xavier was never able to over- meet at the Fieldhouse tomorrow 
took "Thomas just sixteen games take Miami in the last stanza. The night at 6:30 p.m. 
to break the mark set in twenty ====~======================:n contests last season by Geiger. f 
The 40 point performance upped 
Thomas' per game average to 26.3. 
He swished through 16 of 23 FGA 
and converted 8 or 9 foul throws. 
A pass from Joe McNeil set up 
Two nights later, x did an about the basket that wrecked Geiger's 
face as they lost to little Miami season record. The bucket came 
65-63 at Oxford. Miami's season with 2:41 to play. 
record was 'only 6-17, but the Red- Thomas' 3'/th and 38th markers 
skins were up for the game and were scored with fifty-five sec-
were equal to the task. X led onds remaining when he made a 
54-53 with 6 minutes left but here layup after a perfect feed from 
the Redskins scored 8 straight Jack Loeffler. 
points ·tor a 61-54 lead which they ·A jump shot by the hot-shooting 
held on to gl"imly with a semi- Muskie guard put X ahead for 
stall. X had a chance, down 65- good, 6-4, early in the game. The 
63, with only 4 seconds left, but Little Muskies built a ten point 
Frank Pinchback missed the first 
cushion, 16-6, but UC ra.Jliecl to 
of a one plus one and Jack Thobe narrow the margin to 26-23 9 
missed on the rebound. minutes before intermission. Jim 
Miami's scoring was led by lit- Bothen, John Stasio and Thomas 
tle LaVern Benson whoRe 28 points directed a Xavier surge that car-
enabled him to break Wayne Em- ried the X frosh to a 39-26 lead 
bry's single season scoring record. with three minutes remaining un-
Saunders a cl de d 16 and Dave til halftime. Four free throws by 
Mack 13 for the Redskins. Fritz Meyer and a two-pointer by 
Shaw cut XU's lead to 40-32 at 
For X, Bob Pelkington had 20 the conclusion of twenty minutes 
points, Jack Thobe 14, and Billy of action. 
Kirvin 17. In rebounding, the 
much-shorter Redskins grabbed Thomas had already amassed 22 
41 to X's 40. markers by halftime. He hit on 
The loss brought Xavier's rec-
ord for the season to 13 wins and 
11 losses. 












Billy Kirvin swished throui=b 27 
points and t o t a I e d a record-
smashing 13 assis&s to pace Xavier 
to a 96-89 victory over Loyola 
(Ill.) Monday night a& the Fleld-
9 of 12 from the floor and canned 
a perfect 4 for 4 at the gratis line. 
UC never got closer than five 
points in the final half. The Bear-
kittens trailed 48-43 and 50-45 
early in the second stanza. How-
ever, when Gene Smith fouled 
out with 13:23 remaining, UC's 
chances for victory were definite-
ly diminished. Smith, a 6-5 for-
ward, had 14 points and 11 re-
boynds prior to being disqualified 
on personals. 
The Little Muskies' largest mar-
gin was 14 points. XU was in 
front 69-55 with five and a half 
minutes left and commanded a 
77-63 lead 21h minutes before the 
final buzzer. 
Jim Gruber scored his first 
points of the year to put X on top, 
86-75. Fritz Meyer then closed out 
the scoring with a fielder in the 
waning seconds of the battle. 
SHILLITO'S 
OFFERS 
CAREERS II RETAILllG 
FOR 
1962 GRADUATES 
Before making a final decision on y~ur career, 
investigate the opportunities for success and 
advancement av a i I ab I e in merchandising 
careers in the largest department store in Cin-
cinnati, Ohio. Shillito's is a division of Fed-
erated Department Stores and is affiliated with 
A.M.C. (Associated Merchandising Corpor-
ation). 
Graduates from top schools in America join 
our company each year because Shillito's is a 
progressive organization and known to be one 
of America's finest stores. 
Mr. Jerome McCarthy, Employment Manager, 
will interview on your campus on Friday, March 
16. Contact the Placement Office for an inter-
view. 
Although Bearcat co a ch Eel house. 
Jim Bothen followed Thomas in 
scoring with 24 points. Bothen 
numbered 20 points or more for 
the fifth straight game. It was also 
the ninth time this season that 
Bothen had scored 20 markers or 
Jucker said after the game that 
it really shouldn't have been so In the preliminary contest &he 
close, his Cincy team had all it University of Louisville frosh sur- better. 
cou!d h a n d l e before scraping 
through to the 3 point win. 
vived a late rally by the XU year- Fritz Meyer had 'I field goals 
lings to seore a 95-92 win. Jim and 9 fl'ee tha·ows for · 23 points 
Billy Kirvin and Jack Thobe, Botbea Jed XU with ZI pelnu. to pace UC. Meyer made all bis 
Mr. McCarthy will be interested in discussing 
. merchandising opportunities with you. 
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KEN'S KORNER 
b~ Ken C.fllincer, NEWS Sports Editor 
I was talking with a University of Cincinnati booster shortly after 
the hectic UC-XU battle had ended on March 1. This UC supporter 
told me that he was unable to comprehend how Xavier could perform 
80 superbly against the nation's second-rated basketball team and yet 
on the other nights lose to Tennessee, St. Joseph's, Louisville by 25 
points, Dayton by 16 points, to Detroit by 15 points. He completed 
his remarks by stating tbat "something must be going wrong over 
there at Xavier." 
· Although I would not classify this Bearcat booster as a prophet, 
Ills words rang true last Saturday at Oxford. Two nights after they 
had almost defeated the defending NCAA champions, XU faced a 
Miami of Ohio team that had won 6 games and lost 17. The Redskins 
were definitely up for the contest. Three Miami regulars, LaVern 
Benson, Dave Mack and Ralph Wright were completing their varsity 
cage careers. In addition Benson needed 29 points to surpass a regu-
lar-season point mark held by Wayne Embry. Even though the Red-
skins were "sky-high" for the contest, X seemingly entered the ball 
game with a far superior ball club. The Muskies applied the pressure 
only when they had to and still whipped Miami by thirteen points on 
January 20. 
When the final horn had sounded, the scoreboard read Miami 65-
Xavier 63. For more than 37 minutes the Musketeers weaved, fum-
bled and stumbled their way throwgih the contest. LaVern Benson and 
his mates, ·despite frequent turnovers and defensive lapses, had taken 
a 61-54 lead with less than three minutes to play. 
. At this point the Muskies suddenly realized what was happening. 
They became aware of whom they were opposing and that loss num-
ber eleven was near. Keyed by Bob Pelkington the Musketeers tried 
to· do in three minutes what they had omitted doing in the initial 37 
minutes-WORK AND HUSTLE. Unfortunately for XU, the clock 
ran out before the tying points could fall through the hoop. Pinch-
back and Thobe had opportunities to send the game into an extra 
session but both players failed to connect. 
The UC and the Miami games were practically exact replicas of 
the UKIT engagements. Just as X went all. out against Kansas State, 
they· did the same against UC. But as in the Tennessee encounter, 
the Muskies performed in a Jack-luster "I don't care" manner in los-
ing to Miami. As the UC booster said, "something must be wrong at 
Xavier." 
I was pleased with Xavier's effort against UC, but I believe it 
oould have been better. We should have won tha.. game. Here are 
three reasons why we lost: 
. 1. Ed Jucker hit the nail on the head when he said, "whenever we 
~eeded it, I think _we got the clutch basket, or the clutch rebound, or 
the clutch tip or loose ball." On numerous occasions the Muskies 
~~uld have overtaken UC, had they not been guilty of poor passes and 
bad shots. 
2. Of~ensively, XU hit 23 of 50 shots for 46%. X didn't get enough 
shots though. Thobe and Pelkington missed just one shot ·from close 
range. However, they tried less than 10. Both players could arid should 
have been fed more in close. 
I. Within fifteen feet of the hoop, X actually played better defense 
than UC. It was in the backcourt where Xavier had trouble. Thacker 
and Yates frequently pilfered errant Muskie passes and often had X's 
weave (when we employed the weave) operating in reverse. Also, 
Xavier fell victim to the full court press. The Muskies acted as if 
they had neither seen nor practiced against UC's zone press. 
I am convinced that on a man per man basis that Xavier is better 
than UC. Nevertheless, the "All-American team" won the game. Kir-
vin, Thobe, and Pelkington outshined Yates, Bonham and Hogue. 
Yates may be UC's Most Valuable Player, but without George Wilson 
the Bearcats would be in trouble. · Considering the entire game, .I 
thought Wilson was the finest player on the floor. He made three 
spectacular rebound plays and gave 100% at both ends of the court. 
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Thobe, Kirvin, 
End Basketball 
Pinchback and Schmeli11g 
Careers Sat11rday Night 
"For Xavier, al forward, num-
1 
ever, Xavier's two-time Catholic. the Muskies in rebound average 
her 54 Co-captain Jack Thobe. At All-American selection will prob- (12.!l). 
guard, number 34, Frank Pinch-
back. And at guard, number 42, 
Co-captain Bill Kirvin." 
Tomorrow night at 8:30 p.m. 
will be the final pre-game intro-
duction for Xavier seniors, Pinch-
back, Thobe and Kirvin. There is 
a possibility that Pete Schmeling 
may be in the starting lineup as 
he ends his varsity cage career 
Saturday night. 
Eddie Hickey's Marquette War-
riors provide the opposition in the 
concluding game of the 1961-62 
basketball season. 
The Musketeers p o s t e d their 
lone road win of the campaign 
against Marquette in Milwaukee 
on February 10. Sophomores Joe 
Geiger and Bob Pelkington fired 
XU to a 68-61 conquest of the 
Warriors. 
Geiger had 19 points and 9 re-
bounds, while Pelkington put in 
14 points and picked ofi 12 re-
bounds. 
Len Jefferson, a fine 6-9 junior 
center, did not pJay for Mar-
quette in the first struggle. His 
loss definitely hurt the Warriors 
both scoring-wise and in rebound-
ing. 
On February 11, 1961, Mar-
quette registered an 88-79 over-
time victory over XU at Schmidt 
Fieldhouse. This setback was Xa-
vier's last home court defeat. 
The Warriors staged a brilliant 
second half comeback to send the 
contest into overtime. Behind 60-
53 with 7lh minutes to go, All-
American Don Kojes, Bob Hor-
nak and Dick Nixon teamed to 
tie the count, 67-67, at the· ter-
mination of regulation play. 
·· Marquette went on a wild scor-
ing rampage in the extra five-
minute session. Led by Kojis with 
9 m a r k er s, the Milwaukeeans 
scored 18 points in a 3 minute and 
37 second stretch of the overtime 
to win easily. 
Kojis got 23 points to top the 
Warriors. Jack Thobe took game-
scoring honors with 24 markers. 
Leo McDermott had 22. 
In Thobe, Kirvin, and· Pinch-
back Xavier will be Josing three 
excellent ballplayers. Thobe, who 
some fans thought played the best 
all-around game of his career 
a g a i n s t Cincinnati, is Xavier's 
third all-time leading scorer. The 
Cincinnati St. Xavier product en-
tered the Loyola encounter with 
1,249 points. Joe Viviano heads the 
list with 1,338 markers. 
Thobe seems a cinch to lead 
Xavier in scoring for the third 
consecutive season. 
The Musketeers' co-captain has 
eclipsed one mark formerly held 
by Viviano. Thobe has dropped in 
522 in 75 contests to break Vivi-
anp's total of 507. 
Both Thobe and Kirvin will ex-
ceed Viviano's career field goal 
percentage record of .438. Kirvin 
will take over the number one 
spot and Thobe will be in second 
position. 
Xavier's other co-captain, Billy 
Kirvin, rests in sixth place among 
XU's all-time scorers. Prior to 
Monday night's game, Kirvin had 
collected 1,043 points. 
Kirvin;, a 6-2 backcourt star 
from Schenectady, New York, av-
eraged 12.7 points per game as a 
sophomore and 16.2 last season. 
For the third season in a row he 
will undoubtedly have a field goal 
percentage above .470. 
Kirvin appears likely to better 
Hank Stein's eareer free throw 
pereentase Hce>rd of .109. How-
ably see Joe Geiger surpass his 
season free th r 0 w percentage . Pete S~hmeling ha~ seen Ji~ 
mark of .877. Geiger has been j 1led ~erv1ce for _:x;av1er. He ,~·a1 
making over 90% of his charity· very instrumental m the .Musk1elf' 
tosses. win over Canisius last year and 
stopped Louisville's Bud Olsen at 
Frank Pinchback and Pete the Gardens this season to spur 
Schmeling don Xavier uniforms j a 79-67 Musketeer win. J .ast but 
for the final time too. Pinchback I not least. George Thornburgh will 
is averaging in double figures for be bowing out as student mao-
the second straight year. Pinch- ager for the basketball team. 
back is XU's record-leading re-, Thornburgh as been trainer Ray 
bounder and is second in assi~ts Bnlwin's right-hand man fot" the 
this season. In 1960-61 he topped past four years. 
(A11tltor of "I Was a 'l'ee11-1111e Dwarf", "The Many 
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.) 
THE GRASS IS ALWAYS GOLDER 
The academic world, as we all know, is loaded with dignity and 
ethics, with lofty means and exalted ends, with truth and beauty, 
Jn such a world a heinous thing like fac11lt.y raiding-colleges en-
ticing t~achers away from other colleges-is not even thinkable. 
However, if the clean of one college happens-purely by 
chance, mind you-to run into a professor from another college, 
and the professor happens to remark-just in passing, mind you 
-that he is discontented with his preRent position, why, what's 
wrong with the dean making the professor an offer? Like the 
other aftcmoon, for instance, Dean Sigafoos of Gransrnire 
Polytech, finding himself in need of a refreshing cu1> of oolong, 
dropped in quite by chance at the Discontented Profcssol'!I 
Exchange where he discovered ProfcsHor Stuneros from t.he 
English Department of Kroveny A and l\[ sitting over a pot of 
lapsang soochong and shrieking "I Hate Kmveny A and M!" 
Surely there was nothing improper in t.he clean saying to the 
professor, "I.eander, perhaps you'd like to come over to us. I 
think you'll find our shop A-01(." 
(It should be noted here that all Engli:;h professors are named 
Leander, just as all psychics professors are named Fred. All 
sociology professors arc, of course, named Myron, all veterinary 
medicine prnfessorsarc named Rover, and all German profcssol's 
are named Hansel and Gretel. All denns, arc, of course, named 
Attila.) 
But I digress. Leander, the professor, has just been offered a 
Job by Attila, the dea.n, and he replies, "Thank you, but I 
don't think so." 
"And I don't blame you," says At,tila., stoutly. "I under-
@t4lnd Kroveuy has a fine little libmry." 
"\Veil, it's not too bad," says Leander. "We have 28 volunws 
in all, including a mint copy of N11111;y Drew, Girl Dclcclinc." 
"Very impressive," says Attila. "Us now, we have 36 million 
volumes, including all of Shakespeare's fir:;t folios and the Dead 
Seit Sc1·01ls." 
"Golly whiskers," says Lennder. 
"But of course," says Attila, "yon don't want to leave 
Kroveny where, I am told, working conditions nre tickety-boo." 
"Oh, they're not too bnd," says Leander. "I teach 18 hours 
of English, 11 hours of optometry, G hours of forestry, coach Uie 
fencing team, and walk Prcxy's cat twice a clay." 
"A full, rich life," says Attila. "At our school you'd be some-
what less active. You'd tench one class a week, limited to four A 
students. As to snlary, you'd stal't at $fi0,000 a. year, with 
retirement nt full pay upon reaching age 2!)." · 
"Sir," says Leander, "your offer is most fair but you must 
understand that I owe a certain loyalty to Kroveny." 
"I not only understand, I applaud," says Attila. "But before 
you make a final decision, let me tell you one thing mol'C. We 
supply Marlboro cigarettes to our faculty-all you want at all 
times." 
"Gloryosky!" c1·ies Leander, bounding to his feet. "You mean 
M:ulboro, the filter cig1uette with t.hc unfiltered tnsl P-
Mnrlboro, the cigarette with better makin's-Marlboro 1.l1:tt 
comes to you in pack or box-1\forlboro Umt gives you such a 
lot to like?" 
."Yep," says Attila, "that's the Murlboro I mean." 
"I am yours," crie1:1 Leander, wringing the Dean's hand. 
r!Where do J sign?" 
"At the quarry," replies Attiln. "Frnnkly, we don't trust 
paper contracts any more. We chisel them in marble." 
• • • © 1002 Mai Shulmae 
Btonecutter• eut II in •lone, 1voodc1lllers cut it in 11:ood, 
1eamstresse• embroider it in doilies: gou 11et a lot lo lik• 
in• Marlboro-Riter, llaror, pack or ~. 
.. _., 
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From Rags To Rich~s Is Band Story 
Mari11ger . Develops lnstrume~tal Group 
Men Of Xavier 
To Be Revamped 
director of the organization and is 
assisting in the drawing up of the 
constitution. 
Mr. Tyler has stated that he 
Men of Xavier, an organization hoped the Men of Xavier, when 
by Don Leonnrd, News EdHor 
.When Gilbert Maringcr ar-
rived at Xm·ier to take up his 
n.ew duties as ciirector or the uni-
\'crsity ban{) some sixteen years 
ago, he was led through the ficld-
housc and ushered into a gl'imy 
brick-walled room just behind the 
playing floor. The room was bare. 
"Where do we keep our equip-
ment?" he asked his Jesuit guide. 
"Right there,'' was the reply. 
"There" was a comer, graced sol~­
Jy by two dust-covered horns, 
d-ull and disused. 
"Is that all?" Maringer gasped. 
It wasn't all. he learned. In an-
other corner he came upon the 
music file-a wastepaper basket 
heaped with greying stacks of 
band arrangements. 
Since that dny in 1947 the out-
look has brig"htcned considerably 
for the Musketeer Band. The sin-
gle room has grown lo four, the 
waste-basket file has given way 
to a comprehensive lib1·ary cata-
loging more than five thousand 
band arrang·ements, and the dusty 
horns have been supplanted by 
scores of new instruments. Except 
for the brick wails, no one would 
bet· was an evening division stu- one of the Muskies home games, 
dent excused from the perform- including th o s e played during 
ancc.) The spirit of the band holidays when most students are 
shows up elsewhere, too, Mr. back home or taking a vacation. 
Maringer points out. During the Anothe1· first for the band was 
past year a special group or last week's appointment of its 
twenty volunteers have accom- president, Ed Cummingis, as cadet 
. . . colonel of Xavier's ROTC regi-
devoted . to developing. ~ ~ m ~ ~ s revitalized, would serve the Uni· 
leadership and rcspons1b1bty, is m versity in its aiding students in 
the process of being "re-estab- achieving C a t h o 1 i c goals and 
lished and strengthened," says its 'ideals, 
president, Junior Class President 
Gary Tyler. 
Most prominent members in the 
reorganized group are Frank Mil-
ler, Tom Hasek, Thad Lindsey, 
Len Schmaltz, and Jim Cissell. 
Dorm ·Students! pamed the Muskies on the road as . merit. Cummings bas become the 
the Pep Rally Band, and the or- first band member to hold that 
Gllber& C. MarJnaer 
office as well as the first to hold 
the position of .president in the 
XOMM, 
Reservations by upper classmen 
for 1962-63 residence hall accom• 
The purpose of Men or Xavier modations will be taken through 
is, broadly stated, "to instill Chris- the week of April 9-13. All Fresh· 
• h . th tian principles into the student men and Sophomores in good ac_. 
Even wit out firsts, e band body through an or"anization of · 
presents a picture of formidable .. ademic standing are required to 
achiev'cment. AnnuaUy the organi- influential campus leaders" who live on campus. No upperclassmen 
will endeavor to aid their individ- who are on probation are allowed 
zation gives more than forty per- ual acquaintances and . organiza-
formances, backed by innumer- to make room reserv.ations. The 
able h o u r s of rehearsal. The tions. The group is presently in student is reminded that confir. 
Muskie Band plays at all varsity the process of drawing up their mation of room reservation with a 
sports events, both football and formal constitution.. $100.00 desposit will be required 
basketball, and it .is heard every 
year at a number. or other func- : _R_e_v_._T_h_o_m_a_s_H_:_K_e_n_e..,.a_ty_,_s_.3_.,_i_s_b_y_t_oo_u_n_iv_e_rs_i_ty_p_r_ior_t_o_Ju1y _ 1s_. 
tions, including ROTC regimental r------------------------------t 
parades, fhe Holy Name Parade, 
the Honors Convocation, the 
Alumni Communion Mass and the 
Family Day celebration. 
Plahs are still coming !or future 
appearances of the band this se-
mester, but the Family Day per-
·MILLER'S AI,f, STAR 
DAIRY: ,AU.SIU FOODS 
recognize the band room of early formance, May 12, is already ce.n-
post-war d·a.vs in bright, well- g.anization has won two out of tered about ·the theme announced 
ordered quarters of today. . the last three. interbattery rifle by Fr .. O'Connor, Holiday in Old 
Thanks for the impressive op- ·competitions in the Armory, "' eration must go chiefly to Gilbert Maringcr, who has stayed with 
the Musketeer Band fo1· sixteen 
years, imp1·0\'i11g and expanding it 
as he went. '.l'hc latest evidence of 
his handiwork was the 1·ecent 
establishment of a partial sche>~.a.r­
ship !or band m:mibers, a major 
step forward for the ol'ganization. 
His hard work notwithstanding, 
Mr. Maringer refuses to wear the· 
Jaurels alone. 'l'hc band members, 
he says, ha\'c over the years 
shown a uniio11n spirit which has 
been the real cause of their suc-
cess. He ·disugTees :sharply with 
those who hold that ~hoot spirit 
is dead at Xavie1·. "Xavier's school 
spirit is good,'' he says, "and it's 
gelling better. The 'evidence ol 
s~hool spirit shown me by the 
band is truly extraordinary." 
He brings forward sound sup-
port or his contention. The band 
is a tightly regimented 01·ganiza-
tion, and both rehearsals and per-
formances arc run as classes with 
a strict callin~ of roll. Neverth-less 
there is little absenteeism, a fact 
well illustrated this week when all 
but one band membe1· appeared 
on time for the Xavier-Loyola 
game .. in the rnidst .of ·a snow-
storm that tied up roads all over 
the city. (The missing band mem-
Essay Contest 
(Continued from Page l) 
the ·oomlnus \'obiseum." The de-
gree of belonging points out the 
course of action !or the layman. 
Laymen must do the same as 
priests. "As priests turn to the 
Christ of the Last Supper, lay~ 
men must tum to the Ch1·ist of 
the carpenter shop. T h e r e are 
many roads, but they all lead to 
the same place." 
Today's Catholic has come out 
of the catacombs and invaded the 
offices of l.B.11/f. "The crusades 
al"e still being fought," but in a 
different way-with slide rules 
replacing swords. Borrowing a 
touch of optimism from G. H. 
Tavard, John ends with a quote 
from Father Tavard's book Two 
Centuries of E c u me n ls m that 
seems to give eucouragement to 
these moders crusaders. "May this 
study inspire fresh enthusiasm for 
the tremendous task of reuniting 
Chl'istians in One Church of Jesus ·· 
Christ. May it again stir up souls 
to make generous sacrifices that 
&hat distant da¥ calls for.• 
Whatever the source of the 
band's spirit, it is paying off 
handsomely this year with two 
firsts for the group. For the first 
time the band has played at every 
New Orleans. In addition, the 
ba·nd has planned a ·banquet May 
5 to serv:e the double purpose of 
ce~ebration · and the election of 
officers, to be sponsored entirely 
by the band members. 
"Tareyion's Dual Filter in duas .partes divisa estl" 
says Publius. (Boom-Boom) Amen-. Colimam crowd· 
pleaser. · · 
Says Boom-Boom, "Tareyton is one filter cigarette that 
really delivers de gustibus. Legions of smokers are switching• 
Try a couple of packs of Tareytona. They're the packs 
Romanal' 
The Shield ol Quality 
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CINCINNATI, OHIO, FRIDAY, M~ltCH 9, 1962. Pase Seven 
---------.:------------------, sential if we are to meet our re-
~ Sooner Or 
· Later. I sponsibilities as citizens and as mal Science" by Dr. Boyle 01.n' Rifle Co1n11ct.ition. Loyola, Chicago, as published 
participants in a basically private-
enterprise economy. We face eco-
BJ' Thad LladseJ' nomic problems in our day-to-day 
!-------------~-------------- lives at every tum-in both pub-
Amerlea, February 24, 1962. A 
sample reads thus: "Personally, I 
have no doubt that Catholic social 
doctrine is one of the less happily 
taught subjects in the college cur-
riculum. It will remain so until a 
competently designed course in in-
troductory economics is required 
ol all students as a base upon 
March 5 to March 29 marks I.he 
annual R.O.T.C. Inter-battery rirle 
competition on the XU Rifle 
R1mge in the Armor~·. The purpose 
of the competition is to fan "esprit 
de corps" among cad·cts and to 
give cadets a chance to qualify 
with .22 calibre rifles. 
Due -to an increase in revenue Guard. An ellort is being made 
at the bookstore during the past to obtain copies of other titles 
few months, certain improvements which have been scarce, e.g. Bow 
are being undertaken. to Sueeeed in Business Wi&hou& 
• Really TQlac by M. Burnahan 
l'irst. an apprehension syst~m and It's Lappin' Good by Willy 
has been developed .by the testmg Lee, 
division of the mamtenance· de-
p&rtment. When someone is at-
tempting.to leave the store, with-
out- buying something,. a cage-like 
affair comes crashing d~wn, hold-
ing the victim until· be can be 
persuaded to . nr.lke. a purchase. 
The system still bas some flaws-
the other 'day a Jesuit had been 
watching the affair ·in operation, 
as he attempted to leave, the de-
Third, contrary to general be-
lief, that long hole being dug by 
Alter is not for the new Chapel, 
but is for a swimming pool, to be 
part of a large recreation area for 
the bookstore employees. In an 
interview with one of the em-
ployes it was stated that if the 
revenue from the store continues 
along the usual 125%, there is no 
vice came down and ruined a new telling how large an area the 
-$5,000 cassock which, he had just recreation area might take over. 
pu1·chased. 
Second on the list of. new ad-
ditions will be a section to popular Frank Polk 
~ampus book titles. These new (Continued from Page 2) 
works include: Let Georce Do It by . It is time that we drag Xavier's 
P. H. Battermann; Bow to Marry 
curriculum-that small core of re-a MUlionaire by Ford Scott; Home 
quired co u r s e s - kicking and Sweet Home by MacCafferdy; A 
screaming into the twentieth cen-MJUJon Dollar Edacatioa by F. 
lo _ 19 C • tury. Jonson; Operat n aenn. oar. 
'),y Dee Fasko; and the new Car Some mandatory courses in eco-
lt Where Are . Yoa! b1: Jean nomics and even sociology would 
Rings - '62 and '63 
· A representative from Josten's 
·Ring Company will be on campus 
Monday, March 9, 1962, in the ac-
tivities room of North HaU from 
12 p.m. until 3 p.m. to take or-
ders for rin1s from those of the 
classes of '62 and '63 who have 
not yet ordered 'them. A $10 down 
payment is required . for orderin1 
not only enable us to· read Mater 
et Maclstra, but it would also en-
able us to ·.read the Democrat and 
the Republican platforms with 
comprehension. T h e s. e courses 
would give us an insight into the 
history of the last century and a 
half. Since ··politics now follows 
e c o n o m i cs and sociology, you 
would understand today's ,history 
as it happened. 
rinp .. Any adjustments or ~om- The import~nce. _of economics 
plaints wiil also ·be handled at was stated .in"'t~e report of Sep-
this time. This is the last- time temper, 1961, by the National Task 
this year that this ~rvice will F o r-c e on:_ Economic . Edu~ation: 
be available. · 1 "Economic understandmg 1s es-
.... ._., ............... _. .... ,., ........... M•·l9.a ....... 
Lucky girl!_ 
Next time one of her dates_ bring up the Schleswia-
H~lstein question, she'll really be ready for him. 
Beady for that test tom~rrow, too •• : if that bottle of 
Coke keeps her as alert tonlght as it does other people. 
B~ REALLY REFRESHED • 
lottled under authority of 
1he Coco·Cola Company bJ 
' ' 
THE COCA.(au. IOTILING WOllCS COMPANY 
lic and private affairs - and. at 
every level-national, state, and 
local." 
Xavier would do society a great 
favor if it turned out graduates 
who understood what their par-
ticular votes meant in regard to 
inflation, economic growth, wel-
fare, government spending, for-
eign aid, and so on. Xavier would 
do the Pope a favor if it pro-
duced graduates who could infuse 
society with <;atholic social doc-
trine. Yes, there is a Catholic so-
cial doctrine. 
Xavier would do itself a favor 
if it "went modern" and required 
some economics and set up a de-
partment of sociology that offered 
real courses. Then Xavier would 
produce followers who understood 
why they were following. Then 
Xavier might even produce an in-
tellectual leader here and there. 
As a special gift to readers of 
this column, I offer a one-source 
bibilography: "Economics. A Dis-
Pencil Winner 
which to build a solid theological, Jt was announced this week by 
philosophical and pastoral struc- Mr. Wintz, manager of the book-
ture. Only then will it be possible store, that Tom Kess, '62, has won 
- - , the recent pencil contest. The ac-to comply with_· P.ope Joh'n.'s e~r.:. 
·· t.ual number of pencils in the case 
nest wish :·t~at.. more and more. at- was 4519. He was closest with an 
tention be:. giv~ri to th~ study of I estimate of 4329. A total of 133 
this (Catholic social) doc~rine.'" - students entered the contest. -·--
I 00/0 Disco1nt 01 Al Meals With This Ad 
CBl_CO'S 
. · 363Z MONTGOMERY ROAD 
Italian and, Atneriean Food 
. BREAKFAST SERVED ANY TIME 
Enjoy a Late Breakfast with us on ·Saturday and Sunday morning-
(One· Block South of Dana Avenue) 
JIEfferson 1-9386 
OPEN EVERY DAY FROM 11 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. 
O Would you volunteer to man the first space 





E) How many children 
would you like to have 
when you're married? 
L& M gives you 
MORE BODY 
in the blend, ... 
MORE FLAVOR 
in the smoke, 
MORE TASTE 
through the filter. 
It's the rich-flavor 
leaf .that does it! 
+ -IlM 
l'ILT•"'• 
llGGIU I MYllS to•acco co 
E> Do men expect their 
dates to furnish . 
their own cigarettes? 
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HERE'S HOW 1029 
STUDENTS AT 100 
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Symposium 
(Continued from Page 1) 
in Latin America today. Taking breached Mar.Jtism may spread 
the Republic of Venezuela as an throughout the continent. She told 
example, Mr. Martin explained, of four new training centers in 
that until the reform constitution Europe established by the Church 
of 1960 three percent of the peo- and staffed by the laity to give 
d:rcss concerned the need for pie in that nation had control to the leaders of the new emerg-
"ramification of attitudes toward of ninety percent of the land. He ing nations a "blue print" of 
the emerging nations" and the went on to say that The United Catholic social doctrine to guide 
11eed for information concerning States AJiliance for Prog1·ess has their country by. 
these nations. He conduded by encouraged land reform, but this The concluding speaker was Mr. 
introducing the first spealcer of program is so far mainly pure W. Vincent Delianex_ of Our Lady 
the evening Rev. Donald Mc- intent and what is needed in of Cincinnati College. Mr: Delaney 
earthy of the Athenaeum of Ohio. Latin America today is action spoke on "PAVLA-Papal Volun-· 
Fr. McCarthy began his speech ~Y all governements concerned. teers for Latin America." The 
by noting that Americans like The _n~xt speaker on the pro- greatest problem of the Church 
to consider themselves a devel- gram was Miss Elizabeth Reid of in Latin America today is the lack 
oped nation; yet in certain areas, The Grail. Miss Reid spoke on of clergy, he told the audience, 
SllCh as racial toleration, it is "The Entrance and Presence of and to fill this gap the Holy Fa-
sadly undeveloped. He went on to the Church in the Undeveloped ther has ca.Ued upon Catholics the 
point out that the fifteen ·poorest Nations." Her speech was espe- world over to send trained: laity 
nations on the earth contain ap- cia.lly concerned with the prob- to the South American countries. 
proximately one-half of the lems facing the newly emerging The situation in Latin America 
world's population, and that only nations and their relation with the cannot remain unchanged, he said, 
one-third of these people at most Church. Of the 230 million peo- and unless trained personnel are 
could be classified as literates. ple in Africa today, she cited, only sent there, other countries of llhis 
The Holy Flather's encyclica·I, he 22 million are Catholic and most hemisphere may go the way of 
went on to say, was not a "pie- of these are illiterate and have Cuba. He ended with a challenge 
in-the-sky" attitude nor was it no idea that the Church even has to the laity to take up the task 
based on economical determinism; a social doctrine. "Three great set down for them by the Pope. 
but rather on scientific advance- problems face the Church in Af- At the con c_l us ion of the 
ments and man's economic "se- · tod " h rica iay, S e went on, "these speeches a question-and-answer 
crets." The third part of the let- problems are the spread of Islam, . 
te1·, he noted, concerned the na- the Church and its comtection period followed. The program was 
tions' of the world need to con- with the former colonial powers, closed by Mr. Glenn who thanked 
duel their international reiations and the social upheavel in Africa the panel for their informative 
on justice and charity, and our and its effect on the Church. A speeches and reminded the audi-
Holy Father warns donor nations gulf of misunderstanding sep-. ence that another symposium deal-
that they have an oblgatiion to· arates the society of the West 1' ing with_"Private Property, Pub-
:respect the receiver nation's cul-'. and the strug1gling new nations· lie Ownership, and Work'~ will be 
t1.1ral heritagie. In the fom·th part of Africa," she continued andj held on Sunday March 18 in the 
of the encyclical, Fr· McCarthy warning that unless this gulf is Armory at 8:00 'o'clock. ' 
declared, that the Pope notes 
man's increasing interdependence 
and warns nations that they are 
moral persons and a.re bound• to 
conduct themselves in interna-
tional affairs as physical persons 
are in normal affairs. Fr. Mc-
Ca dhy en<led by saying th:at in 
underdeveloped nations progress 
and aid from abroad must be 
matched with reform at home, 
Mr. BemaTd L. Martin, Chair-
man of Xavier's Miarketing De-
partment, next spoke on the pro-
blems of "Latin America .. " Mr. 
Martin began by noting tha•t land 
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Congo· Operation Great Succeu 
Norman Cousins Publicly Declares 
"The U.N. went into the Congo 
orily at the request of the Congol-
ese government," stated Norman 
Cousins, controversial editor of 
Saturday Review, in his speech 
last week at the Cincinnati Jewish 
Center •. "The U.N.," he continued, 
"realized from the start that· the 
problem was more than j u st a 
military one. It poured in tech-
nicians, doctors, teachers and food, 
as -well as troops." 
Mr. Cousins whose subject mat-
ter was "The Congo, the U.N., and 
the U.S." then struck out at the 
right-wing myth of Katanga's 
national sovereignty. He pointed 
out that the Baluba tribe, consti-
tuting over half the population of 
Katanga, is allied against Moishe 
Tshombe. He continued that the 
real power in Katanga is the col-
onial mining group, Union Miner. 
Besides white mercenaries, th i s 
group was supplying Tshombe 
with some $100 million dollars in 
an attempt to hold onto the rich 
mines in Katanga. 
"The Congo operation," Mr. 
Cousins emphasized, "was the 
greatest success. for U.S. foreign 
policy since the Marshall Pl a n. 
When the Congo blew up ih June 
of 1960 another 'Korea' could have 
easily happened." 
"Instead the U. S. w or k e d 
through the U.N. and its agencies. 
The Russians thus had no excuse 
for going into Africa. Today the 
central Congolese government is 
w e 11 on its way to settleins "9 
major problems." 
"But," Mr. Cousins cautioned, 
"the Congo is only one example of 
today's world." He went on, "We 
live in an age of both military and . 
non-military problems. However. 
we are not prepared for the non-
military. We simply haven't yet 
realized that most of the world is 
non - white, Our education has 
made us prisoners of Western 
civilization. American s t u d e n t s 
know very little about the world. 
They are not prepared to live in 
1962. Their entire background is 
one of white European culture.• 
He ·urged colleges to give ~ourses 
in Asian and African history and 
culture.· 
The editor of SATURDAY RE· 
VIEW then went on to present 
his antidote to world war. "War 
is · an invention of the human 
mind. The human mind can invent 
peace. But peace is not accidental. 
You can't have world peace Wi-
less you have world law." 
"The advancement of a world 
under law, here is where our se-
curity lies," he concluded. 
~@1qpx~t~~n 
Uffi\©tD©U\\ 1 · 
Nol But scientists and engineers 
at Ford's res.earch and scientific 
labs do deal in perpetual notions 
-and they have more than a few 
about what might be common·' 
place In the future, some of them' 
just as startling, 
Studies at Ford involving new 
energy sources and improved 
materials . may help bring jet· 
propelled cars with gyro stabili· 
zers ••• automatic driving controls 
••• flying automobiles and wheel· 
less vehicles that glide on a· 
cushion of air ••• vehicles pro· 
pelled by atomic energy,., plastics 
with the strength of conventional 
metals ••• adhesives that replace 
welding.~. radar and other elec· 
tronic controls to assist" or replace 
the driver in many situations. 
Basic studies in these and other 
fields are just part of a continuing 
program of progress aimed at 
reinforcing Ford's leadership 
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